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KPI results

* Compared to 96% for the average
planning tool.

Price-to-value

* Based on the aggregate of
“Very satisfied“ and “Somewhat satisfied“.

91% 

of surveyed users are
satisfied with Longview
Plan (Tidemark).* 

Satisfaction

Users

* Compared to 68% for the average
planning tool.

Workflow

On average, 80% 

of Longview Plan (Tidemark)
users in a company use it 

for planning and 

budgeting.*

* Compared to 63% for the average
planning tool.

100% 

of surveyed users rate  
Longview Plan‘s (Tidemark) 
price-to-value as excellent, 
good or satisfacory.*

86% 

of surveyed users rate 
Longview Plan‘s (Tidemark)
workflow functionality as 
very good, good or 
satisfactory.*
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The Planning Survey 19 Longview Plan (Tidemark) Highlights

With six top ranks and 13 leading 
ranks in three different peer groups, 
Longview Plan powered by Tidemark 
achieves a good set of results in this 
year’s Planning Survey. Convincing 
ratings in numerous important KPIs 
help to consolidate its position as a 
fast-growing and effective planning 
and budgeting vendor. Companies 
can benefit from using Longview 
Plan powered by Tidemark in terms 
of increased planning frequency and 
improved integration of strategic 
and operational planning, which in 
turn lead to saved headcount and 
increased competitive advantage. 
92 percent of respondents are 
‘somewhat satisfied’ or ‘very 
satisfied’ with Longview Plan 
powered by Tidemark, a major 
reason behind its recommendation 
rate of 77 percent. Longview offers a 
comprehensive enterprise financial 
and corporate planning cloud 
software, which customers appear to 
be very satisfied with.
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Top-ranked

in

Peer Group
Financial Performance
Management Products

Driver-based 
planning

Top-ranked

in

Peer Group
Solution-focused 
Planning Products

Customer
satisfaction

Top-ranked

in

Peer Group
Solution-focused 
Planning Products

Customer
satisfaction

Top-ranked

in

Peer Group
Solution-focused 
Planning Products

Self-service

Top-ranked

in

Peer Group
Solution-focused 
Planning Products

Driver-based 
planning

Top-ranked

in

Peer Group
North american vendors

Driver-based 
planning

Top-ranked

in

Peer Group
Financial Performance Management Products

Customer
satisfaction

Top-ranked

in

Peer Group
Financial Performance Management Products

Customer
satisfaction

Top-ranked

in

Peer Group
Financial Performance
Management Products

Self-service

Top-ranked

in

Peer Group
North american vendors

Customer
satisfaction

Top-ranked

in

Peer Group
North american vendors

Customer
satisfaction

Top-ranked

in

Peer Group
North american vendors

Self-service

The Planning Survey 19 Longview Plan (Tidemark) top ranks



Customer Quotes ““
„

It is a great solution for planning.

CEO, manufacturing, <100 employees

„
Produit cloud  qui répond a nos besoins de 

planning budgetaire.  Bonne performance 
temps de traitement.

Person responsible/Project manager for BI 
from IT department, process industry, >2,500 
employees

“
„

Tidemark process approach is very flexible 
for business modeling.

Head of business department, real estate, 
101-2,500 employees

“
„

Très bon produit riche en possibilité 
et simple à l‘utilisation.

Line of business employee, services, 101-
2,500 employees

“
„

Tidemark est un très bon outil EPM évoluant assez 
rapidement: nombreuses mises à jour, nouvelles 

fonctionnalités etc.  Par ailleurs l‘outil est intuitif et 
assez facile pour le développement.

External consultant, consulting, >2,500 employees

“
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Introduction

The Planning Survey 19 is based on 
findings from the world‘s largest and most 
comprehensive survey of planning software 
users, conducted from November 2018 
to February 2019. In total, 1,367 people 
responded to the survey with 1,195 answering 
a series of detailed questions about their use 
of a named product. Altogether, 22 products 
(or groups of products) are analyzed in detail.

The Planning Survey 19 examines user 
feedback on planning product selection 
and usage across 28 criteria (KPIs) including 
business benefits, project success, business 
value, recommendation, customer satisfaction, 
user experience, planning functionality and 
competitiveness. 

This document contains just a selection 
of the headline findings for Longview Plan 
(Tidemark). It does not show all the KPI results 
and focuses mainly on the positive findings.

For more information on the survey, visit The 
BI Survey website.

Founded in 1994, Longview is a Canada-based CPM 
vendor with over 200 employees serving more than 
1,200 customers worldwide. The company is privately 
held and backed by Marlin Equity Partners, a global 
investment firm, which acquired Longview in 2014. 
In 2015, Longview merged with Germany-based BI 
vendor arcplan to enhance its capabilities for BI and 
analytics. In 2017 Longview announced the comple-
tion of another merger with Tidemark, an enterprise 
financial and corporate planning cloud software com-
pany. Based upon three companies and more than 
25 years of experience, Longview’s stated mission is 
“Connected Finance”, providing integrated CPM and 
BI products to empower the digital transformation of 
the finance department for companies of all sizes and 
industries.

Longview’s product portfolio includes solutions for 
the key processes of today’s finance organizations: 
planning and budgeting (Longview Plan), consolidati-
on and close management (Longview Close), tax ma-
nagement (Longview Tax), and dashboards, reporting 
and analysis (Longview Analytics). Due to Longview’s 
history as a consolidation, tax and planning vendor 
since 1994 and its merger with Tidemark in 2017, 
Longview Plan is available in two versions today: 
(a) as an on-premises version based on Longview’s 
well-established platform technology (e.g., Close and 

Tax) and (b) in a public cloud version based on Tide-
mark’s modern planning technology leveraging AWS. 
Depending on customer requirements and strategic 
directions, companies can freely choose between 
these options.

Longview Plan powered by Tidemark brings together 
financial planning, people planning and operational 
planning, along with profitability modeling and in-con-
text analytics for planning processes. Born in the 
cloud, it offers a web-based dynamic computational 
engine that processes data and calculations. Built-in 
workflow, monitoring, task management and collabo-
ration features help to support all kinds of planning 
approaches (top-down, bottom-up and combinations 
of the two). Predefined planning applications are 
available at no cost and can be adapted to custo-
mer-specific needs and requirements. 

Longview Analytics, the former arcplan portfolio, 
complements Plan, Close and Tax with mobile 
reporting, dashboarding and analytics solutions. At 
its core, the product is a versatile platform for de-
veloping tailor-made BI applications across all major 
databases, applications and systems (Longview and 
other third-party data sources). Users typically access 
these analytics applications via a web browser. Leve-
raging the product’s web client, Longview Analytics 
can be used to connect all Longview solutions and 
provide integrated BI and analytics within Plan, Close 
and Tax. It can also be used as a standalone BI and 
analytics platform to connect to financial, operational 
and external data sources.

Longview Plan (Tidemark) overview

Versions used

n= 35

This year we had 35 responses from Longview Plan 
powered by Tidemark users. At the time of the sur-
vey, all of them were using the current version of the 
product in the cloud.

Longview Plan (Tidemark)
customer responses

100%

Cloud version

https://bi-survey.com/planning-software-comparison
https://bi-survey.com/planning-software-comparison
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Besides planning, customers mainly use Long-
view Plan powered by Tidemark for standard/
enterprise reporting (79 percent), financial 
consolidation (58 percent), ad hoc query 
and reporting (52 percent) and dashboards/
scorecards (50 percent). 41 percent of respon-
dents plan to use it for advanced analysis in 
the future. Longview Plan powered by Tide-
mark targets mid-sized companies and large 
corporations across all industries. 54 percent 
of our sample of Longview Plan powered by 
Tidemark customers come from large com-
panies (more than 2,500 employees) with a 
median of 100 users (with 75 of them using 
planning functionality), but the mean of 343 
users (273 for planning) indicates there are 
also some larger implementations. 80 percent 
of Longview Plan powered by Tidemark users 
are planning users – well above the survey 
average of 63 percent – reflecting the fact that 
Longview Plan powered by Tidemark is essen-
tially a planning tool rather than a BI tool.

Comment

User and Use Case
Demographics

Current vs. planned use (besides planning)
n=34

In use Planned

79%

58%

52%

50%

48%

6

12%

12%

27%

25%

24%

41%

Standard/Enterprise
reporting
Financial

consolidation
Ad hoc query and

reporting
Dashboards/

Scorecards

Basic data analysis

Advanced analysis

Percentage of employees using
Longview Plan (Tidemark)
n=35

Longview Plan
(Tidemark)

Average of all
products

8%

10%

Planning users (as a percentage of all users)
n=35

Longview Plan
(Tidemark)

Average of all
products

80%

63%

Total number of users per company
n=35

Median

Mean 343

100

397

50

Longview Plan
(Tidemark)

Average of all
products

Company size (employees)
n=35

9%

37%

54%

Less than 100

100 - 2500

More than 2500

Planning users per company
n=35

Median

Mean 273

75

116

20

Longview Plan
(Tidemark)

Average of all
products
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Peer Groups and KPIs The Planning Survey 19 features a range of diffe-
rent types of planning, budgeting and forecasting 
products so we use peer groups to help identify 
competing products. The peer groups have been 
defined by BARC analysts using their experience 
and judgment, with segmentation based on the fol-
lowing key factors:

1. Category of planning product – Is the 
product focused on flexibly implemen-
ting completely individual planning re-
quirements, on predefined planning 
solutions for particular topics or indust-
ries, or on supporting financial corpora-
te management within companies?

2. Specialization – Is the vendor a perfor-
mance management/planning specia-
list or does it offer a broader portfolio 
of enterprise software for a variety of 
business requirements?

3. Geographical reach – Does the vendor 
have a truly global reach or does it do 
the vast majority of its business in Eu-
rope?

4. Focus – Is the product focused on plan-
ning and performance management 
only or also on business intelligence?

Longview Plan (Tidemark) features in the following 
peer groups:

• North American Vendors 

• Financial Performance Management 
Products 

• Solution-focused Planning Products

Flexible Planning Platforms: Flexible planning plat-
forms are most suitable for developing and implemen-
ting bespoke planning solutions to meet a unique set 
of requirements. They usually offer limited predefined 
content.

Solution-focused Planning Products: Solution-fo-
cused planning products are usually based on, or 
supplemented by, predefined planning solutions 
designed for particular applications (e.g., integrated 
financial planning, HR) or industries (e.g., energy, ma-
nufacturing).

Financial Performance Management Products: Fi-
nancial performance management products are stan-
dardized applications that support use cases such 
as financial planning (P&L, balance sheet, cash flow), 
consolidation and financial reporting.

Enterprise Software Vendors: Enterprise software 
vendors have a broad portfolio including most (or all) 
types of business software.

Global Vendors: Global vendors have a truly global 
sales and marketing reach. They are present worldwi-
de, and their products are used all around the world.

European Vendors: European vendors are headquar-
tered in Europe and do the majority of their business 
there.

BI-focused Products: Besides planning and perfor-
mance management, BI-focused products target use 
cases such as standard reporting, ad hoc reporting, 
analysis, advanced analytics and dashboarding.

North American Vendors: North American vendors 
are headquartered in North America and do the ma-
jority of their business there.

The Planning Survey 19 provides the reader with 
well-designed KPI dashboards packed with conci-
se information, which can be absorbed at a glance. 
The KPIs all follow these simple rules:

• Only measures that have a clear good/
bad trend are used as the basis for 
KPIs.

• KPIs may be based on one or more 
measures from The Planning Survey.

• Only products with samples of at least 
15 - 30 (depending on the KPI) for each 
of the questions that feed into the KPI 
are included.

• For quantitative data, KPIs are conver-
ted to a scale of 1 to 10 (worst to best).

• A linear min-max transformation is ap-
plied, which preserves the order of, 
and the relative distance between, pro-
ducts‘ scores.

The terms ‘top-ranked’ and ‘leader’ are used in the 
following KPI chart titles. ‘Top-ranked’ indicates first 
position. ‘Leader’ usually denotes a position in the 
top 25-35% of products listed in the chart.

Peer Group Classification Peer Groups Overview

The KPIs

©2019 BARC - Business Application Research Center



This KPI is based on the achievement level of a variety of business 
benefits.

Business benefits
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Many customers benefit from using Longview Plan powered by Tidemark. Business benefits such as 
increased planning frequency, improved integration of strategic and operational planning and improved 
integration of different sub-budgets are achieved by an above-average proportion of Longview Plan 
powered by Tidemark users compared to other planning products. Overall, these benefits can lead 
to saved headcount, improved employee satisfaction, reduced planning complexity and increased 
competitive advantage. Furthermore, the level of implementation satisfaction and the frequency of projects 
completed on time and on budget are quite good. Project goals defined at the outset are often reached. 
However, the average time taken to implement Longview Plan powered by Tidemark is much longer than 
the survey average. This year, Longview Plan powered by Tidemark is a leader for ‘Business benefits’ in 
two of its peer groups.

Viewpoint

Business benefits – Leader Business benefits – Leader

Peer Group: Financial Performance Management Products Peer group: North American Vendors
Business benefits

9.5
8.0

7.5
7.4

6.5
5.8

5.4
5.2
5.2

Corporate Planning

CoPlanner
Peer Group Average
Longview Pl. (On-Pr.)

Unit4 Prevero

Infor
IDL

SAP BPC
© BARC

www.bi-survey.com

LucaNet

4.2
2.7

2.1

Longview Pl. (Tidem.)
OneStream

CCH Tagetik

8.1
8.0

7.5
5.8

5.4
4.8

4.2

Prophix

Peer Group Average
Longview Pl. (On-Pr.)

IBM Plan Analytics
Infor

Oracle Hyp Plan
© BARC

www.bi-survey.com

Longview Pl. (Tidem.)

2.8

OneStream



This KPI is based on the proportion of users that say they would 
recommend the product to others.

Recommendation

Recommended
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Customer satisfaction is crucial to Longview. ‘Delivering Customer Success at Every Turn’ is the company’s 
mission statement. To achieve this, product reliability and excellent customer support are key. Every 
interaction with a customer has to be a positive experience. Longview Plan powered by Tidemark achieves 
above average results for every KPI in the ‘Customer satisfaction’ section. Customers are obviously 
satisfied with the level of support offered by the vendor and its wide partner network, and such satisfaction 
is vital to establishing long-lasting relationships with customers. A high proportion of the customers 
responding to this survey feel they can recommend using Longview Plan powered by Tidemark as a 
planning tool, which is a positive indicator of customer satisfaction. Longview Plan powered by Tidemark 
achieves leading ranks for ‘Recommendation’ in all of its peer groups.

Viewpoint

Recommendation – Leader

Peer group: North American Vendors

Recommendation – Leader Recommendation – Leader

Peer Group: Financial Performance Management Products Peer Group: Solution-focused Planning Products
Recommendation Recommended

10.0
9.0
8.8

7.7
7.5

6.7
6.0

5.7
5.7

Corporate Planning
CoPlanner

Peer Group Average

Longview Pl. (On-Pr.)

Unit4 Prevero

Infor

IDL

SAP BPC © BARC
www.bi-survey.com

LucaNet

5.1
4.1
3.9

Longview Pl. (Tidem.)
OneStream

CCH Tagetik

9.4
9.0

8.7
7.7
7.5
7.4

7.0
6.9

5.7
5.1

4.1
3.9

macs Controlling

Corporate Planning

SAP Analytics Cloud

Jedox
Longview Pl. (Tidem.)

CoPlanner

Peer Group Average
Longview Pl. (On-Pr.)

Unit4 Prevero

Infor
SAP BPC

evidanza

© BARC
www.bi-survey.com

10.0
9.0

8.7
7.3

7.0
5.7

4.1

Prophix

Peer Group Average
Longview Pl. (On-Pr.)

IBM Plan Analytics

Infor
Oracle Hyp Plan © BARC

www.bi-survey.com

Longview Pl. (Tidem.)

3.9

OneStream



Planning content &
Forecasting

This KPI measures user ratings of the predefined planning content available with 
the product.

The ‘Forecasting‘ KPI measures user ratings of the product’s forecasting 
functionality.
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Longview Plan powered by Tidemark is a comprehensive planning, budgeting and forecasting tool 
and customers are largely satisfied with its planning and forecasting functionality. The results for 
the ‘Planning functionality’, ‘Workflow’, ‘Forecasting’, ‘Simulation’ and ‘Driver-based planning’ KPIs 
demonstrate that the product is feature-rich and supports a variety of planning activities in a flexible 
manner. In terms of forecasting, Longview Plan powered by Tidemark can facilitate the comparison 
of actual and budget or budget and forecast or compare multiple what-if versions. Actual data can be 
used to seed a what-if version. The what-if version leverages different drivers enabling a comparison 
of the different outcomes. In this year’s Planning Survey, Longview Plan powered by Tidemark is 
considered as a leader for its forecasting capabilities in the ‘North American Vendors’ peer group.

Forecasting
Forecasting – Leader

Peer group: North American Vendors

Besides the product’s flexibility to plan sale, production, HR, financial, capital and other horizontal 
applications, predefined planning content is included with Longview Plan powered by Tidemark and 
can be adapted to customer-specific needs and requirements. The product offers process accelerators 
which speed up the configuration with customers during implementation. These process accelerators 
include revenue, expense, capital expenditure, cash flow, headcount/labor planning, marketing, 
brand and product and many more. Customers are happy with Longview Plan powered by Tidemark’s 
predefined planning content, particularly compared to its rivals in the ‘North American Vendors’ peer 
group, and the product achieves a leadership position for this KPI.

Planning contentViewpoint

Viewpoint

9.4
7.8
7.7

6.8
6.5

5.5
4.6

Prophix

Peer Group Average

Longview Pl. (On-Pr.)

IBM Plan Analytics

Infor

Oracle Hyp Plan
© BARC

www.bi-survey.com

Longview Pl. (Tidem.)

4.1

OneStream

Planning content – Leader

Peer group: North American Vendors

10.0
5.7
5.6

4.8
4.7

3.2
2.3

Prophix

Peer Group Average
Longview Pl. (On-Pr.)

IBM Plan Analytics
Infor

Oracle Hyp Plan

© BARC
www.bi-survey.com

Longview Pl. (Tidem.)

1.4

OneStream



Workflow

This KPI measures user ratings of the product‘s workflow functionality.
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Longview Plan powered by Tidemark brings together financial planning, people planning and operational 
planning, along with profitability modeling and in-context analytics for planning processes. Built-in 
workflow, monitoring, task management and collaboration features help to support all kinds of planning 
approaches (top-down, bottom-up or combinations of both) as well as aggregation levels (e.g., strategic, 
operational). The product includes a business-centric workflow. This workflow enables the business to 
define steps to complete a planning process. Each step is assigned a user to input or review the contents. 
Users receive an e-mail notification when the task is assigned. The status of each step and responsible 
party can be tracked so the process status can be determined immediately. The Planning Survey results 
show that customers are very satisfied with Longview Plan powered by Tidemark’s workflow functionality 
and the product consequently achieves leading ranks in all of its peer groups.

Viewpoint

Workflow 
Workflow – Leader Workflow – Top-ranked

Workflow – Leader

Peer Group: Financial Performance Management Products Peer Group: Solution-focused Planning Products

Peer group: North American Vendors

7.3
6.7
6.5

5.4
4.2
4.2

3.3

Prophix
Peer Group Average

Longview Pl. (On-Pr.)

IBM Plan Analytics
Infor

Oracle Hyp Plan
© BARC

www.bi-survey.com

Longview Pl. (Tidem.)

10.0
7.3

6.7
5.8

5.6
5.6
5.4

5.0
4.9Corporate Planning

CoPlanner

Peer Group Average

Longview Pl. (On-Pr.)

Unit4 Prevero
Infor

IDL
SAP BPC

© BARC
www.bi-survey.com

LucaNet

4.2
3.6

Longview Pl. (Tidem.)

CCH Tagetik 8.7
7.3

6.7
5.6
5.6
5.6
5.4
5.4

4.9
4.5

4.2
3.6

macs Controlling

Corporate Planning

SAP Analytics Cloud

Jedox

Longview Pl. (Tidem.)

CoPlanner

Peer Group Average

Longview Pl. (On-Pr.)

Unit4 Prevero
Infor

SAP BPC

evidanza

© BARC
www.bi-survey.com



This KPI measures user ratings of the product’s simulation functionality.

Simulation
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Longview Plan powered by Tidemark enables the creation of what-if scenarios by copying data using 
business methods. These business methods are configurable by business users and can include scenarios 
and time and other dimension members. What-if scenarios can leverage different drivers enabling a 
comparison of the outcomes. With the hosting platform of Amazon Web Services (AWS), simulation can 
also leverage Spark to perform and calculate simulation with data based in Longview Plan powered by 
Tidemark. For example, Spark provides data mining, predictive analytics and machine learning with the 
support of R for predictive planning scenarios. This year, Longview Plan powered by Tidemark achieves 
three leading positions in its peer groups for ‘Simulation’.

Viewpoint

Simulation – Leader

Peer group: North American Vendors

Simulation – Leader Simulation – Leader

Peer Group: Financial Performance Management Products Peer Group: Solution-focused Planning Products
Simulation

7.7
6.5

5.5
5.3
5.2

4.7
4.3

Prophix
Peer Group Average

Longview Pl. (On-Pr.)
IBM Plan Analytics

Infor

Oracle Hyp Plan

© BARC
www.bi-survey.com

Longview Pl. (Tidem.)

2.6

OneStream

7.7
6.5

5.8
5.1
5.0

4.8
4.6

4.3
4.2

Corporate Planning

CoPlanner

Peer Group Average
Longview Pl. (On-Pr.)

Unit4 Prevero
Infor

IDL

SAP BPC
© BARC

www.bi-survey.com

LucaNet

3.8
2.6

Longview Pl. (Tidem.)

CCH Tagetik

1.0

OneStream 7.5
7.3

6.5
5.8

5.1
5.0

4.7
4.3

3.8
2.6
2.6

1.0

macs Controlling

Corporate Planning

SAP Analytics Cloud

Jedox

Longview Pl. (Tidem.)

CoPlanner
Peer Group Average
Longview Pl. (On-Pr.)

Unit4 Prevero
Infor

SAP BPC
evidanza © BARC

www.bi-survey.com



This KPI is based on the proportion of respondents’ organizations currently 
performing driver-based planning with their product.

Driver-based planning
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Various planning strategies and approaches can be implemented with Longview Plan powered by 
Tidemark thanks to its flexibility. For example, driver-based planning is a frequent planning use case for 
customers. Planning based on real value drivers with consideration of cause-and-effect relationships is 
a trending topic in the market. The goal behind this approach is typically to focus a company’s planning 
activities on the main business influencing aspects without wasting resources. Dynamic modeling 
capabilities enable driver-based modeling of business performance in Longview Plan powered by 
Tidemark. Driver models describe the essential business contexts of a business model and are the basis 
for flexible, transparent simulations of effects. Different “what-if” scenarios can be created quickly and 
flexibly. According to the survey results, customers are largely satisfied with the product’s capabilities for 
implementing driver-based planning scenarios and Longview Plan powered by Tidemark is a winner across 
all of its peer groups for this topic.

Viewpoint

Driver-based planning – Top-ranked

Peer group: North American Vendors

Driver-based planning – Top-ranked Driver-based planning – Top-ranked

Peer Group: Financial Performance Management Products Peer Group: Solution-focused Planning Products

1. 1.

Driver-based planning

1.

6.6
4.5
4.5
4.3
4.2

3.7
3.5

Prophix
Peer Group Average

Longview Pl. (On-Pr.)

IBM Plan Analytics

Infor
Oracle Hyp Plan

© BARC
www.bi-survey.com

Longview Pl. (Tidem.)

6.6
6.1

4.2
3.7
3.5
3.3
3.2
3.1

2.5
1.2
1.2
1.0

macs Controlling

Corporate Planning

SAP Analytics Cloud

Jedox

Longview Pl. (Tidem.)

CoPlanner

Peer Group Average

Longview Pl. (On-Pr.)

Unit4 Prevero

Infor

SAP BPC

evidanza © BARC
www.bi-survey.com

6.6
5.1

4.2
3.7

3.1
3.1

2.5
2.3

1.7
Corporate Planning

CoPlanner

Peer Group Average

Longview Pl. (On-Pr.)

Unit4 Prevero

Infor

IDL

SAP BPC

© BARC
www.bi-survey.com

LucaNet

1.2
1.0

Longview Pl. (Tidem.)
CCH Tagetik



This KPI is based on the proportion of respondents’ organizations 
currently using self-service planning features with their product.

Self-service
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Customers confirm that Longview Plan powered by Tidemark is easy to use. ‘Ease of use for planners’ (36 
percent) is one of the main reasons for choosing the product and ‘Ease of use for developers’ (15 percent) 
is also above average. It is targeted at business departments in companies of all sizes and industries to 
empower the digital transformation of finance processes. Overall, the product requires little technical 
knowledge except for data management (particularly data integration). The product is designed for 
business users and IT involvement in projects is usually very minimal. No programming skills or complex 
database functions are required for modeling. All the model creation and maintenance is performed by 
the finance organization. Features like these have convinced customers to roll out the solution for self-
service scenarios in business departments. The product’s pure cloud-based deployment approach, which 
shifts the operation and maintenance efforts for the platform from the IT department to Longview, is also 
an attraction. Consequently, Longview Plan powered by Tidemark is ranked top for ‘Self-service’ in all of its 
peer groups.

Viewpoint

Self-service – Leader

Peer group: North American Vendors

Self-service – Top-ranked Self-service – Top-ranked

Peer Group: Financial Performance Management Products Peer Group: Solution-focused Planning Products

1. 1.
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Excel remains one of the most widely used 
planning and BI products in the world. 
However, many users and companies are 
dissatisfied with it. Longview Plan powered 
by Tidemark users have far fewer comp-
laints than Excel users. Common issues in 
planning projects such as difficulty learning 
to use the product, inflexibility and handling 
of large numbers of users or data volumes 
do not seem to be a problem for Long-
view Plan powered by Tidemark users. 40 
percent of customers even report having no 
significant problems at all with the product. 
Business benefits regularly achieved with 
Longview Plan powered by Tidemark (and 
achieved more often than with Excel) include 
increased planning frequency and impro-
ved integration of strategic and operational 
planning, which in turn lead to saved head-
count and increased competitive advantage. 
63 percent of Longview Plan powered by 
Tidemark users say they would definitely 
recommend their planning product to other 
organizations, while 92 percent of respon-
dents are ‘somewhat satisfied’ or ‘very satis-
fied’ with the product.

Viewpoint

Longview Plan 
(Tidemark) vs. Excel

* For 12 potential benefits, respondents are asked to indi-
cate the level of achievement, if any, with five levels. We 
use a weighted scoring system, from -2 to 10, to derive a 
composite score – the Business Benefits Index (BBI).

** Neutral category not shown

n=35/153

Problems encountered by Longview Plan (Tidemark)
and Excel users

n= 35/142
Recommendation**

n=35/145

Satisfaction level**

Business Benefits Index*
n= 35/143
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The BARC BI Trend Monitor 

2019 reflects on the trends 
currently driving the BI and data 
management market from a user 
perspective. We asked close to 
2,700 users, consultants and 
vendors for their views on the 
most important BI trends.

Other Surveys

BARC — Business Application Research Center 

BARC Score: Enterprise BI and 

Analytics Platforms is BARC’s 
concise overview of the global BI 
and analytics tools market. It fea-
tures profiles of the twenty leading 
vendors and BARC’s rating of each 
provider based on a wide range 
of criteria related to their portfolio 
capabilities and market execution.

The BI Survey 18 is the world’s 
largest survey of business intelli-
gence software users. Based on 
a sample of over 3,000 respon-
ses, it offers an unsurpassed 
level of user feedback on 36 
leading BI products. Find out 
more at www.bi-survey.com

BARC consulting can help you find the most re-
liable and cost effective products to meet your 
specific requirements, guaranteeing a fast return 
on your investment. Neutrality and competency 
are the two cornerstones of BARC’s approach to 
consulting. BARC also offers technical architec-
ture reviews and coaching and advice on develo-
ping a software strategy for your organization, as 
well as helping software vendors with their pro-
duct and market strategy.

BARC organizes regular conferences and semi-
nars on Business Intelligence, Enterprise Con-
tent Management and Customer Relationship 
Management software. Vendors and IT decisi-
on-makers meet to discuss the latest product up-
dates and market trends, and take advantage of 
valuable networking opportunities.

For further information see:

www.barc-research.com

BARC is a leading enterprise software industry 
analyst and consulting firm delivering information 
to more than 1,000 customers each year. Major 
companies, government agencies and financial 
institutions rely on BARC’s expertise in software 
selection, consulting and IT strategy projects.

For over twenty years, BARC has specialized in 
core research areas including Data Management 
(DM), Business Intelligence (BI), Customer Relati-
onship Management (CRM) and Enterprise Cont-
ent Management (ECM).

BARC’s expertise is underpinned by a continuous 
program of market research, analysis and a se-
ries of product comparison studies to maintain 
a detailed and up-to-date understanding of the 
most important software vendors and products, 
as well as the latest market trends and develop-
ments.

BARC research focuses on helping companies 
find the right software solutions to align with 
their business goals. It includes evaluations of 
the leading vendors and products using metho-
dologies that enable our clients to easily draw 
comparisons and reach a software selection de-
cision with confidence. BARC also publishes in-
sights into market trends and developments, and 
dispenses proven best practice advice.

The BI Survey 18
The world's largest survey of BI software users

This product is a specially produced
summary of the headline results for

https://bi-survey.com/top-business-intelligence-trends
https://bi-survey.com/top-business-intelligence-trends
https://bi-survey.com/business-intelligence-software-comparison
https://bi-survey.com
http://www.teknowlogy.com/#/
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